CRAFT BEER
Mountain Culture Beer Co

Batch

Kittens Mittens
Session Ale 3.5%
Full of tropical, Australian hops & a
Surprising maltiness $8

Pash the magic dragon
Sour Ale 4.5%
Sweet & sour, passionfruit & dragon
Fruit $10

Lager 4.6%
A full flavoured ale, lemonier than
Mr Snicket, so piney you could vanish it
& crisper than the pre-dawn mountain
air. Basically, it goes down easier than
a diving Submarine with the hatch
still open $9

American Pale Ale 5.2%
Vienna & caramel pilsner malt,
caschade
Hops $12

Status Quo
NEPA 5.6%
A juicy new England pale ale. Made for
Hops lovers with massive late & dry
Hops additions. Its full flavoured &
More tropical than the Hawaiian
Ukulele orchestra $10
Moon dust
Stout 5.6%
A sessional stout made for the misty
Mountain days & long nights by the fire.
Rich cocoa & coffee notes rise above its
Smooth, creamy caramel body leaving
Space for only a hint of residual
Bitterness $10

jervis bay brewing
The beacon lager 5.0%
Vienna style lager, Vienna malt as base,
giving a hint of biscuit & toast. 3 varieties
of European Nobel hops $8
Bright idea xpa
Citrus hops allowing the addition of
Crystal to express & balance the
Assertive bitterness, plenty of aroma $8

West coast IPA 5.8
Wheat & pale malts complement each
Other. Centennial, chinook, mosaic hops
Hints of pineapple & stone fruit $14
Sublime
Sour Ale 4.5%
This delightful sour ale is packed full
Of mango & lime flavours & aromas $10
Tasman Tango 4.0%
Sth pacific Ale, session IPA
Characteristics of light caramel, light
Roast & biscuit notes. With a clean depth
& flavour there are hints of lime & stone
Fruit $10
Ginupine 4.2%
Sour ale
Sweet & sour pineapple & mosaic $10

Young henrys
Stayer mid 3.5%
Soft stone fruit & lychee hop
aroma $7.50
Newtowner
Pale Ale 4.8%
Three varieties of local hops combine
for a fruity beer light on the palate
subtle bitter edge $8

CRAFT BEER
Young henrys continued

Reckless brewing

Natural lager 4.2%
Delicate citrus aroma & taste. Gentle
easy drinking, dry finish $8

Hazy xpa Limited release 4.2%
Marrying an NEIPA with an XPA. The
Beer Is designed to keep the hop
forward style of the neipa with a
creamy mouthful, at lower alcohol
volume. Tropical & juicy Aromas &
flavours with a hint of tangerine
& passionfruit $8

Hop & clover
Bitter Ale 4.5%
Intentionally low hopped, clean & dry
Subtle stone fruit, lemon grass & lime
Flavours with a gentle malt
Background $8

Quakers hat brewing
Kolsch 4.6%
A classic German style ale that marries
A light malty body with a subtle hop
Flavour offering up slight flavours
Of honey & lemon on the back end $9
Saison 5.5%
A Belgium inspired beer, complex fruity
Flavours presented. A yeast driven beer
Flavours of banana & spice, balanced
Out with a citrus back end $9
Red rye ipa 6.0%
Dark malty brew coupled with a
big hops Flavour of blackberry & tropical
& tropical fruit $8

The Beer shed brewing co
Picton Lager 4.9%
Pale coloured, light bodied American
Lager style, low bittiness, low hop
Flavour & aroma $8
Picton Ginger beer 5.2%
Pale & cloudy. A sweet brewed ginger
Beer $8

Pale ale 5.3%
Best pale in at 2019 inner west beer
fest
#58 GABS hottest 100 new craft beers
Packed with citra galaxy, and simcoe
hops. Unpasteurised, unfiltered, no
Preservatives $8
Red ipa 6.5%
Mosaic & citra hops, a full malty base.
Unfiltered, unpasteurised, no
Preservatives $9

